Preface

In the 1970s, Knowles predicted that education in the 21st century would be delivered electronically. His prediction came true as more and more universities in North America have purchased either WebCT or Blackboard programs to deliver their educational programs to students, especially to working adults who cannot come to campuses for the face to face meetings because of their family/work responsibilities. Since its inception in 1833 when the word andragogy was first coined by the German grammar school teacher Alexander Kapp, principles of adult learning have been used in one way or another to guide adult education practices in the field. The field of adult education was formally established in the 1920s in North America. Then, Knowles popularized the concepts of andragogy in North America in the 1970s. Adult learning principles have been critiqued, analyzed and refined. Overall, no better principles or theories can be found in the field for effective education than the principles of adult learning. As adult learners and adult educators pioneered the use of technology in the new century, central attention has focused on the following questions. How can technology improve teaching and learning in the field? What is the best instructional strategy to teach our subjects to our adult students and students in general? Is integrating adult learning and technology the solution to effective education for adult learners? With these questions in mind, this book will revolve around integrating adult learning and technology so that strategic approaches can be derived from this process of integrating adult learning and technology. Without strategic approaches, teaching and learning cannot be effective.

OBJECTIVE OF THE BOOK

This book will aim to provide relevant theoretical frameworks and the latest empirical research findings in the area of integrating adult learning and technology. Different innovative and strategic instructional approaches will be explored. It will be written for professionals who want to improve their instructional/training strategies revolving around integrating adult learning and technology. These professionals come from a variety of settings such as universities, community colleges, vocational/technical institutes, business and industries, correctional institutions, churches, museums, libraries, voluntary organizations, community action agencies, armed forces, and plethora of other settings. For those who seek teaching credentials in adult education and career and technical education, this book will provide pertinent information.

TARGET AUDIENCE

The target audience of this book will be composed of professionals and researchers working in the field of adult/higher education, career and technical education and instructional technology. Naturally,
these professionals and researchers come from universities, community colleges, vocational/technical institutes, adult schools, public schools, business and industries, correctional institutions, churches, museums, libraries, voluntary organizations, community action agencies, armed forces, and a plethora of other settings. Moreover, the book will provide insights and support executives concerned with using principles of adult learning and technology to educate and train today’s traditional age and non-traditional age students in the information age.
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